Community Sunday  
June 7, 2020

Music:

**Prelude** Dipper of Stars by Anonymous, arranged by Niki M. Davis, played by Karen Dale  
**Musical Inspiration:** *Any Way You Can* by Stuart Campbell, performed by Stuart Campbell with Tamiko Rotthorn, Austin Kaufmann, and Tim Patterson  
**Offertory** *We’re Home by Karen Dale*, played by Karen Dale

Readings:

**Story for All Ages** *Bunny Bear by Andrea J. Loney*, told by Amy Brock  
**Poem** *Let Your Grief Rise* by Rev. Theresa Ines Soto, read by Rev. Kathryn A. Bert  
**First Reading** *Your Life Matters* by Kenny Wiley, read by Ronnie Mars  
**Second Reading** *The Church Has Left the Building* by Margaret Weis, read by Rev. Kathryn

References:

*NAACP Vancouver Car Rally for Black Lives held on Saturday, June 6, 2020*

*My Grandmother’s Hands: Racialized Trauma and the Pathway to mending our Hearts and Bodies* by Resmaa Menakem

*Notice the Rage; Notice the Silence, On Being* interview with Resmaa Menakem by Krista Tippet, updated June 4, 2020

“A riot is the language of the unheard,” said frequently by Dr. Martin Luther King, 1966-1968